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“HYGIENE: AN
INVESTMENT”
Raymond Bernardo

A Public Service
Announcement,
Once upon a time, as your
average Mather student
traverses from one class to the
next, but once she open the
door to the hallway, a
cacophony of smell almost
incapacitates her as a dozen
students walk by the door,
radiating strong aromas. She
has always noticed that this
trend tends to happen once the
temperature turns up, however
other students still fall blind to
this tendency and do not guard
themselves from it.
We are going to explore the
maze that is body odor.

Smell, an adaptation that
alerts us of our surroundings.
Such tool of perception has
saved humanity over the
generations; from escaping
from predators to choosing
mates, the sense of smell has
been with us and we still
continue to use it.With the
proximity of summer, It has
been observed that the strong
aromas that radiate around
the student body has
increased in virulence as the
days go by. So as we still have
time, I would like to offer a
trip and a few tips.
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Let us take a trip into the
Biology behind such aromas.
According to Mr. Myers, a
veteran in the field of
Biology, “It’s a combination
between the sweat that the
body produces and bacteria
cultures on the skin.” Your
body is constructed off the
blueprint of your DNA, and
in those sequences, contain
the makeup to construct
your sweat glands. There
are two main iterations of
your sweat glands: apocrine
and eccrine glands. The
main difference in these
glands lie in their
secretions. Eccrine glands
are the ones found around
the majority of your body,
they just secrete water and
salts to cool your body.
Apocrine glands on the
other hand secrete
something different:
proteins and fats.
These secretions aren’t the
main cause of why you
smell, BUT it’s the bacteria
that feed of them. Those
proteins and fats? The
bacteria that feed off those
secrete the familiar, yet
unfavorable, smell.

and on your teeth also
secrete chemicals that
simultaneously cause of
such aromas but also
secrete the acids that
damage your teeth that
cause the enamel to
weaken.
So!
Some ways we can
minimize body odor is
through proper hygiene.
As teenagers we are very
adventurous with our diet
and sometimes those
aromatic dishes may have
particles that get stuck
along its journey to be
digested. Therefore on
this front, it is best to
have a solid brushing
regiment and regular
visits to your dentist!
Another front to mitigate
body odor is through
proper washing of these
areas. Sometimes a quick
rinse is not enough during
these humid seasons, it is
essential to use proper
product to not only to
wash off the proteins and
bacteria off your skin, but
it is also essential to use
deodorant that help
mitigate such aromas
from radiating from your
body.
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I understand that some people
may think that odor is very
subjective to culture and is also
hard to overwrite due to it being
imprinted into our DNA. But it
is also essential to TRY to
eliminate such odors rather
than just let them develop and
worsen overtime. These
bacterias will continue to feed
on your secretions and those
aromatic particles will keep on
sticking to your esophagus, so
just keep on trying to mitigate
as much as possible.
Not only is this self investment
for proper social presentation,
but also benefits yourself.
By maintaining proper dental
hygiene you can decrease the
damage that cavities may
entail. You can simultaneously
decrease the population of the
cavities that weaken your teeth
and also decrease the aromatic
chemicals that they secrete.
By maintaining proper diet,
staying away from food with
high sugar concentrations,
having balanced meals, you can
not only decrease the amount
of acids that the bacteria in
your mouth may feed from, you
can also decrease the
unfavorable gases that may
form once such unhealthy food
is digested.

Such regiment not only helps
other people around you but
it also is an investment into
yourself. You must always
create a positive first
impression amongst your
peers and your future bosses,
therefore it is very important
to have a positive aroma to
greet them first prior to even
opening your mouth.
High school is where you
learn skills that will be
utilized for cementing you
future career. One of the
essential skills you must
master through this process
of education is learning how
to properly set yourself up
for good impressions. And
one key way to easily knock
that out is through proper
hygiene. Therefore this skill
not only applies during
spring and summer season,
but do exercise such skill all
throughout the year.
Bibliography:
https://www.nidcr.nih.gov/h
ealth-info/toothdecay/moreinfohttps://pdfs.semanticsch
olar.o
rg/338e/97c846eed3387e19b9
9169db76df713be13a.pdf
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SLOW WALKERS
Farheen Shethwala

If you are a high schooler, you
are familiar with the struggles
that stand and breed in the
hallways.During passing
period, maybe you are in a
rush to get to class because
your teacher is strict on tardy
policies, or maybe you're
relaxed, maybe you stop at the
restroom before class because
you have the time and liberty
to do so. Either way, there are
still people that crowd the
hallways and make commuting
to class almost impossible.
They are either the large
groups of underclassmen that
cause ruckus because they
think they are invincible
(however, if they were alone,
they'd be the typical
freshman/sophomore and the
size of their balls would
decrease significantly) or the
anxiety ridden underclassmen
that think they have to catch
their class rather than go to it.

And to be honest, you've
probably found yourself
being in one of those
positions. It is okay
because now you are
aware that it is annoying
and frustrating and you
now recognize that
hallways are a
passageway between
classes and that is how
they should be treated.
It is unnecessary and
controversial when
students behave loud and
erratically in the cafeteria
and usually get in trouble
for it, so what makes it
okay for students to
behave, loud and
erratically, in the
hallways?
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Nonetheless, let's say one is
completely okay with being a
reason why other people are late
to class and putting on a circus.
What place do those same people
have to complain about getting a
tardy or being kicked out/locked
out because aren’t they
inherently the reason they’re
late?
Let's say you are a freshman.
You don't care about anyone or
any class. You take your sweet
time and because of this, you're a
walking, talking, and breathing
meme, but you don't know it.
You, in a couple years when you
are a junior or senior, will look
back and feel embarrassed
because you will be comparable
to the underclassmen you will
grow up to loath. You will care
when you are complaining to
your friends about the people
that walk slow in the school
hallways. You will become the
pure definition of irony and
hypocrisy.

So, what should be proposed
about these people? What
should be done to diminish
their amazing sense of
societal norms and bring
them out from the bubbles in
which they reside, a bubble in
which they have ten minutes
to get to class rather than
four, a bubble in which they
are young and dumb but still
somehow place themselves
on an higher pedestal?
If you relate to any of the
things mentioned, it is time
for you to take a breather
and self-reflect. What can
you do to make things easier
for other people?
These are the ultimate
questions to figure out life,
or, life as it is in the confined
realm of Mather High School.
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GROWING WITH OUR
STUDENTS AT MATHER
HIGH SCHOOL
Cynthia Martinez

Students have been bringing
and using juul pens to school,
usually in the bathrooms or
classrooms. We need to figure
out how this situation is being
handled here at Mather and
figure out ways to control the
situation. Many students have
their own thoughts on this, a
senior student at Mather High
School named Axel Gouegnon
explains what he thinks .“Do
you think the school handles
it well?, No. they should check
bookbags everyday and make
sure they don’t bring it". This
is an environment where
students are here to learn, get
an education and this sort of
issue is affecting the students.
Not only is this just a school
rule, its also not healthy, you
are putting yourself in a really
unhealthy situation. Nicotine
is very addicting, the more
these students use them, the
more at risk they are at
damaging their bodies causing
them to end up in a difficult
situation, Axel states, “don’t
do it. Its not good its
addictive”.

Medical news today states
how Nicotine is a toxic
substance. It raises your
blood pressure and it
spikes your adrenaline
which increases your heart
rate, which is a risk of
having a heart attack,
there are unknowns about
vaping, which includes
what chemicals make up
the vapor and how they
affect your physical health
over the long term.
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The behaviors from these
students change rapidly
depending on how long
they’ve used it and from
what I'm seeing its
causing a negative affect
with doing homework and
coming to school on time,
it slows you down. It’s
quite addicting for a
person.
Adults here at school
could try talking to the
students that are doing
this and have them make
a right decision because
without communication
things are not gonna
change. The school
should have meetings
but, to make it more
affective we should have
students join in the
meetings, ones that you
could have the students
who have used juul or are
using it, we can have
people who have had the
expierence of using it and
what changed them to
stop, a way to inspire
them.
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IS HYGIENE AN
IMPORTANT FACTOR?
Sabreena Khan

Hygiene is often overlooked
and isn’t one of the most
frequently discussed topics.
Going to a school with almost
1500 kids, I believe everyone
needs to have good hygiene.
After observing closely, I saw
how many kids poorly keep
themselves maintained. I
believed it was a good idea to
get the opinions of other staff
members in the school and
know what stance they take so
I interviewed Ms.Khan, an
office clerk at Mather High
School.
“I think yeah, cause I think
it’s harder how you take care
of yourself. If you’re clean
you’ll be happier,” Ms. Khan
said. While, showering is
important. I think everyone
has to figure out what works
best for them because I have
friends who like showering
everyday and that helps them
feel good and helps them feel
clean. I’m not that type of
person, I feel like that dries
me out so I like shower every
couple days, like 2 or 3 days,
wash my hair.

Lastly, keeping my
surroundings clean because if
my surroundings aren’t clean I
kinda get hanay.” I agree with
her statements because I too
get disgusted when I’m not
clean or my surroundings
aren’t either.
According to the Department
Of Health, “Bad hygiene can
cause many factors in your
body to go wrong. It causes
darkness of gums, bad body
odor, greasy skin and many
health problems such as
mental or emotional
disorders, including severe
depression and psychotic
disorders. Dementia is
another common cause of
poor hygiene.
Taking care of hygiene should
be an obligation because not
only does it help an individual
but also the people around
them. It’s a common courtesy
to take proper steps to look
presentable and maintain a
good self image.
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It might not be a big deal
to some people because
many times your efforts
might go unnoticed, but
subconsciously the
human body can detect
certain things“I think just
because it’s a basic need a
lot of people sometimes
think it’s not important
because they are just so
busy with everything else
that they’re like, ‘okay if I
leave this a mess I can
come back to it later’ but
cleaning your space
actually does help you
feel more productive. I
think a lot of people
forget that.”

This statement is
important because it
points out things people
often forget.
Good hygiene helps me
become a better version
of myself, It’s a big
contributing factor in my
day to day life to make
sure I am healthy
mentally and physically.
Everyone should do what
helps them be healthy to
an extent, as long as it
doesn’t affect other
people. Take care of
yourself and treat your
body good!!
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Personal Info should be protect with
permission of the owner
Xora Hafiz

Meeting new people is a very
exciting thing, which causes
humans, like ourselves, to want to
learn something about them,
whether it’s negative comments
or body language reacting
towards that person’s lie that was
told.
But keeping this information
private and safe isn’t easy; even if
it could ruin your reputation at
work or school by someone who
you told personal info/experience.
Creating unclear rumors on facts
that were never given by the
actual primary source, makes it
totally complicated to yield at the
person’s workplace.
Sometimes, even workers and
other staff could be the cause of
this issue without you even
knowing. Reading words that
describe ‘suicide’ and make a
straight to hospitalization
decision without even thinking
carefully that this person had a
bad day or experience with other
beings, Which actual affects the
workplace to close down or
getting

permission from that person and
their family; of course, unless it's
an actual emergency from
doctors, real doctors. The only
way for a person's’ personal
information to stay private and
safe is by a very trustworthy
experts that can be found at a
company near you, as well as
showing their care; like a thirsty
or social security worker.

But, depending on your response
these workers are immendtaily
forced to be present by your
bosses and managers, which
would lead the situation to the
next level that breaks their own
contract they forced you to sign,
“Your Human Rights Respect
Contract”, making you break your
trust with the company and losing
its population lower to become
more in process of a shut down in
the later future."
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Nora had given me a specific
experience of her own, “It
changed me greatly that I had
to face against councilors by
causing me alot more of a
harm, bring me to the
conclusion to create suicide as
well as making myself feel
unwanted around no matter
where I go. This is the cause of
rumors to began, because
these councilors had to force
me even more by calling
unnecessary assistance from
chicago police department at
my high school, causing
students to think that
someone was murdered,
makine me look bad as well as
uninviting to Mather.”
Ever wonder why many people
use the phrase “ Mind Your
Own Business”? This
statement helps supports this
phrase by feeling fear of
misused information about
them which is something
similar to this event that had
happened, which is why this
phrase is very smart, if you
ask me.
The worst part about this issue
in the article, is that finding a
solution is very complicated,
but not impossible to achieve.
Even Nora The Explora has
agreed to disagree with “
We’re unable to control people
who judge without having a

Nora just proved that having
feelings from your whole body is
important, from dehydrations to
a headache or allergy, these are
examples of signs from feelings,
it means to find the source of the
pain so it could heal.
Same goes with emotions, you
can feel a heartbeat as good
when your out of breath, but it
could lead to passing out of
tiredness later in the day.
Actions also count, the more a
person make a big deal of it, the
worst it will get, for example, if
you need to call an expert to stop
a suicidal person, you’ll have to
wait until that person comes,
which it maybe too late when
your outside of workplaces, the
best option to stop these things is
by using communication, it helps
letting go of emotions through
words, making everything better
until the expert arrives.
That last paragraph is none other
than logical thinking to problem
solving, most people would argue,
because they know it's true.
The best way to understand my
point of view is for you to imagine
a situation without any help
assitenting near you, leaving you
to make your adult decision.
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Is school a safe place?
Nathan Genus

School all over have been going
through safety problems and
trying to find a way to keep there
school and most of all student
safe. There lots of things that go
on like fights, bullying and school
shootings, there’s some schools
out there that have one duty in
keeping there school safe, what is
your school's number one duty?.
Schools sometime have police at
almost every door and staff that
know the school and their
students, more and more schools
have begun to get machines to
check student and even teachers.
There are many reasons why
schools are doing this now, there
are so many things that going on
at school today, people are
getting bullied to the point that
they can’t take it anymore so
there are more students s who kil
or take it out on everything and
everyone.
Julius form Mather high school
says “ I think the school should
have more staff or police someone
that have experience with keeping
a school safe.

There are many kids here
that get into fights and
there’s nothing happening
to them, they still are here
the next day, no one gets
in trouble here. So many
people see that and do the
same thing. There are also
people saying they're
bringing their weapons
into the school and that
just makes people not
want to go to school and
feel like their not safe at
all so that’s more of a
reason to have security
checks and they should
have the police doing it
instead of someone that
doesn’t know what they're
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doing and also do it every day
instead every other month of
week like there nothing wrong
with checking everyone to make
sure the school and the students
are safe” Says Julius.
I think all schools should have
more security and things to
make sure students know why
they need to tell people if there's
something going on with
students are them because
sometimes that's the cues of
them wanting to hurt themselves
and others, I believe sometime is
not only the students but
teachers need to be more aware
of their student as well more
people may need more help then
other and if they see that they
can prevent something from
happening and that's what
schools need help the problem
before it get worse.
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STUDENT-TEACHER
RELATIONSHIPS
Maya Wilhelmy
The year of 2019 consisted of
students and teachers roaming
the halls and classrooms. As the
floating thoughts scurried in each
of their minds, their legs waddled
to the classroom that united a
group of students along with one
teacher in each and every
classroom.
Every room has a teacher that
cradles around 20 relationships.
Relationships begin by
interactions with anyone, thus
each student has a relationship
with their teacher and each
teacher has a relationship with
their students. Some may argue
that their teacher is strict or
shows favoritism but that does
not take away from the fact that
interactions are exchanged thus
resulting in the formation of some
sort of relationship, even if it’s
unhealthy.
Let's zoom in a little on a few
teachers, let’s call one Teacher A
for anonymous. This teacher
works with freshman, mostly. As
you can imagine, working with a
room full of freshman can be quite
difficult (no offense to
freshman)...even though there are
many remarkable freshman.

Anusha Veerala argues, “The kids
don’t like her and think she is
rude, but this is not the only
reason, her behaviour can be a
little rude”. As she previously
concluded that as teacher A is a
kind person and tries her best, she
does get over her head. As a
result, she is very consistent to
the rules therefore students
consider her to be rude which as a
result consists of ill manner on
both parts, students and teachers.
This is a very common case. Most
of which occur due to
miscommunication and
misunderstanding. This is the
main cause of unhealthy studentteacher relationships. However, it
is not the only role that plays into
student-teacher relationships.
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“Each person has their own point
of view, but a student-teacher
relationships starts on the basis
of trust, a student trusts that
their teacher will help them in a
subject and that they will
succeed, a teacher trusts that
student will listen to them, follow
directions and rules, and pay
attention, without this trust your
whole foundation is lacking that
means that the bond that is being
held is not strong enough to
support a relationship on any
basis.” (Veerala) Data from many
studies support this statement as
healthy student-teacher
relationships are important since
they pay a factor socially and
academically.

Their studies showed that
students with unhealthy or
undeveloped relationships with
their teachers have low grades.
They tested students with their
math teachers and found that
their grades were not only low but
in the process of decreasing. Afte
following these students over the
years and seeing their studentteacher relationship grow to be
strong and healthy, they found
that the students defeated their
triumphs in their academic life
but also personal.

These relationships affect
students academically as a
pattern found that when students
have healthy and enjoyable
Two psychologists, Ainsworth and relationships with teachers, there
Bowlby, tested the Attachment
is a higher chance that students
Theory. This theory states “that a want to go class and learn
strong emotional and physical
whereas when it is unhealthy and
attachment to at least one
filled with anger, there is a higher
primary caregiver is critical to
chance that students will dread
personal development” which was going to class thus affecting their
tested on students and their
motivation to learn.
teachers. With additional help
from other doctors, they were able
to find that positive teacherstudent relationships allow
students to feel safe and secure in
their learning environments for
important social and academic
skills.
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Therefore, we should now rethink
everything we have talked about
today, about all the reasons that
student-teacher relationships are
so important so we can make it
possible, make a school students
want to go to every morning
rather than dread, make
relationships that create success
in student's future, make healthy
student-teacher relationships.

We can’t just force this upon
teachers and their students but
rather inform them of the issue, of
these causes and of the effects.
With that, we can hopefully have
teachers do simple tasks such as
holding the door open and saying
‘Good morning/afternoon’. With
this expression of engagement,
students could become intrigued
and our solutions could begin. ‘

There are a few things we can do
to help our students. We must
remember, this can’t be solved in
one day, it may take a year or
maybe years. A teacher can’t
have fantastic relationships with
every single one of their 60 or
more students but are target is to
get most.

This is an important issue that
has been downplayed. We must
work together to change that and
improve our schools and students’
futures.

In order to achieve these healthy
relationships, teachers and
students must bond or connect
somehow. We should talk to
teachers and give them options on
what to do such as games or
exercises that would allow those
bonds to spark. This should be
done as soon as possible and at
the beginning of each year.
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THE MHS SECURITY
Sabreen Abdulla
The bell rang. It is 3:16 P.M.
and kids are getting ready to
go home. The seven hundred
hall is crowded, you can hear
the sound of the lockers being
slammed shut and kids
yelling, you can see kids
sitting on the stairs or
pushing through to get where
they needed to be. The door to
Jamal’s office was locked, but
luckily a student opened it for
them. Jamal was nowhere to
be found, so they sat on the
chairs provided for them.
Jamal had to handle the kids
out in the halls before he
entered his office. Jamal Lane
was very welcoming and well
mannered. He sat up straight
with his hands crossed, ready
to be interviewed.
Jamal went to Elmhurst
college in 2009. He majored in
criminal justice and minored
in communications. After he
graduated college in 2013. He
started coaching for college
football for a year. He loved
football but realized he didn’t
have a passion for coaching.

“Throughout the day you
could have someone crying
and then you have be
talking to them and trying
to get to know them and
understand what they’re
feeling and walk them
through the steps of feeling
better. Sometimes you gotta
bring up a fight and it has to
be extremely harsh and
sometimes you have to be
calling a parent and
politically sound correct and
use the right terminology…”
Jamal mentioned that he
has dealt with many
different situations where
he had to work his best to
connect with the students
and try to figure out the
reasoning behind what they
did.
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Jamal was then asked if he
has felt that the fights at
Mather have decreased
over the years. He
responded with, “We try to
minimize and we have done
a good job of minimizing of
late. We really, within this
year try to understand
when the fights are
increasing and when they
decrease.
I feel like of late, of the
last...I wanna say three to
five months, we have really
been doing a good job of
minimizing fights.” The
school has been working on
ways to decrease the rate
of school fights. Jamal has
noticed that students tend
to get in fights when the
weather gets colder. He
brought up the idea that
kids could be a little under
the weather and that this is
why more fights occur. He
began to explain the
reasoning behind this.

“I do feel it’s been less,
because we've been really
proactive on building
relationships with students,
so instead of students just
being like, man I’m about to
do this or that, they still feel
that way but they are more
inclined to listen to me when I
say, come on, come over here
and talk to me first, let me
hear where you're coming
from,” Jamal explained.
Jamal and the rest of his team
have tried many different
techniques on helping
students, such as, calling
home, detentions, in school
suspension, etc.
They realized that connecting
with students is the most
helpful. This allows the
student to feel like they have
someone to talk to.
Communication is extremely
important, so talking to kids
is a great way to calm them
down and make them feel
comfortable.
“Now that we've kinda built
relationships more, kids are
coming to us with more
information before fights
happen, and we are able to
stop a fight from happening,
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We are able to calm a kid
down before it happens.” This
way they can prevent fights
from happening. Jamal and
the other deans make it easy
for kids to talk to them.
Students are now able to trust
them and tell them what is it
that makes them upset. Jamal
goes on about how their job is
to support these kids because
they might not have enough
support and motivation. He
wants kids to feel excited
when coming to school, to feel
like they don’t want to miss
out on a day.

I think if we set that example
for our kids, then hopefully
they can see that and make it
a copycat world, copying how
we display ourselves and how
we work every single day.”

Jamal ended off with how he
loves his job and how he
enjoys communicating and
connecting with different
students everyday. He also
concludes how we can set
examples for the younger
audience. “What I feel trying
to lead the way is to strive for
greatest, push the envelope of
trying to be better.
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LIFE OF JAMAL
Nicole Robles
It was after school on a Tuesday. The
halls are crowded with students. All
rushing in a group like a herd trying to
get home. Searching for Jamal to
begin the interview yet he’s nowhere
to be found. Then the adventure
begins. They begin to look around the
hallways, lunchroom , offices and etc.
Finally Jamal is found outside with the
other security guard. Once he sees
the interviewers, he began to
apologize and rushed into his office.
He sits down and folds his hands
awaiting for the flood of questions.
The interview then begins.
“Absolutely, depending on how far
they are willing to take the peace
circle. To really understand and
respect other people’s feelings.”
Jamal says. Jamal has now moved
up from being a security guard to
becoming the new dean. Instead of
running to punishments, Jamal
believes that talking it out is a healthy
and more suitable solution for the
troubled students. He also believes
that the peace circle is much more
effective than any other sort of
punishment.

“I think that in order for the peace
circles to work, you got to have two
parties that are willing to be so
empathetic even though they might
not agree or try to understand where
they are coming from.” Jamal says
that after being questioned whether
or not the peace circle works. He’s
stated that most of the time , this is
an excellent method of a
“punishment” rather than rushing to
the others.
“We try to build relationships with
every single student so we can
understand and engage when a
peace circle might not be the best for
them so sometimes we individually
talk to each student. Sometimes we
give detention or in school
suspensions”
He believes that in order to be a
successful dean and preventing any
future incidents such as fights, he
needs to connect with them. He
needs to learn how each individual
student thinks and how they handle
situations to be more of a “lookout” .
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From what he has dealt with, this
has helped out a lot throughout the
school year. He doesn’t want to
just be considered as the dean but
rather a person a student can go to
when they feel as if something is
about to occur .
“During the in school suspensions
we work throughout the full day .
Kind of like restoring or getting
back to the right track , it's different
when they have in school, if they
are tardy or join the tardy party .
It’s more hands on, it’s more
understanding on some of the
things they are going through
within their lives, how that affects
their current situation.”
Jamal explains more in detail how
the in school functions. He states
that most of them feel more
excluded and feel as if they are
alone . That’s why he tries to
connect with them to prevent them
from making a mistake. To make
them feel as if they belong and are
considered as family to the rest of
the school.

Overall Jamal has stated that
most students feel like they aren’t
exactly apart of the community
and are misunderstood . That’s
the main reason why he tries to
interact with them as much . He
wants them to think of him as
someone they know that they can
rely on rather than just any other
teacher/staff that they tend to
ignore. Being a friend to them will
decrease the amount of
commotion that is caused by lack
of communication.
Jamal went to Elmhurst’s college
to major in criminal justice and
learning communication skills. He
went to college for football
coaching for a year. He decided
he loved football but he didn't'
love coaching. He then started
private investigating for a year or
two. He has realized that he
didn’t have a passion for either.
He soon realized that he wanted
to influence kids and turned to
the school system.
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BASEBALL
Quincy Gauthier
Robbin Ahmed aka Coach Rob,
became the baseball coach at
Mather High School after Coach
Fricka stepped down. Coach Rob
grew up in lathrop homes, was
homeless three times and grew up in
a shelter three times. He attended
Lane Tech High School. After
graduating, he went to Morton
college and eventually started
coaching at Morton college. Robbin
started his youth program called
Seams Baseball. He first started
coaching at Lane Tech and now is
coaching at Mather High School.
According to Coach Rob, “Our record
was two to six this year and last
year was eleven to seven”. This
means that the boy’s baseball team
did really great last year and this
year, they’re facing difficult
situations. Last year they only had
fourteen players and this year, they
have nine. Most players on the team
right now have no experience
playing. How Baseball works is that
games last for nine winnings in
which both teams get to bat once.
The batter must hit the bat into the
designated fielding area and make it
around all four bases. The fielding
team positions are made up of a
Pitcher, Catcher, First baseman,
Second stopper, Short stopper, Third
baseman, and three outfielders at
left field, center field and right
field.

In my perspective, I think that
both Coach Rob and Coach Fricka
are great. Compared to when,
Coach Rob is able to make a
bigger difference for the boys
baseball team at Mather this
year. Not having enough students
to join and funding was a huge
problem. He learn to work with
the players that he had. And used
his own money for the funding.
His Obstacles is not having
enough players. Just because
they only have nine players,
doesn’t mean they should give up
on their long term goals. If their
plans don’t workout, they should
change some ideas or solutions.
The idea they should stick with is
baseball even though they have a
small team this season. He helped
by offering lots of practices that
deals with the basic skills such as
warm ups, learning how batting
works, catching, team building
skills, and scrimmage.
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The struggles Coach Rob
had during the season was
dealing with only nine
players with three
pitchers. High School
Varsity Teams can only
roster twenty players.
Most of the players have no
experience. I think it’s
because of students
interest in this sport,
students seeing other
students point of view for
this sport, time
management, other
activities, bad grades, lack
of practice and motivation.
Mather’s Baseball Team
should continue recruiting
more players even if they
have no experience. They
should keep practicing
every single day, find their
love and passion through
the game of baseball, learn
how to grow and build in
the future so that
standards and
expectations are being
brought up in every sport
we play.

Players are still
improving their skills,
humans aren’t perfect.
We all make mistakes
which help us get better
and feel better about
ourselves. Sports
influence us to keep
getting better and better.
In order to improve, you
have to practice regularly
in order to develop. Being
consistent, Losing games,
Failure, Gaining
confidence our ways to
progress to become
successful. Being
consistent performs you
in a higher level, Losing
helps build character and
learn from games,
Mistakes are ways to help
for training, and building
positivity and become
aware of your negativity.
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Volleyball
Victor Garcia
Volleyball is a good sport but no
one shows any care for the team,
Mather High School volleyball
team is actually pretty good.
What I’m trying to get out of this
is that we need to show more
support to all of our sports. I
met with a formal player for the
boys varsity volleyball team, I
asked for an interview with
me and my societies sat down
politeness, he said “yes of course” there to support the Mather
and as the interview was going to volleyball team and to say we
start, I asked the first question
were the only people to support
“how do you feel being in this
them. So after the game I asked
team?” And with response was
the same formal player “how
“it’s great, it’s a good experience does it feel that the team don’t
to spend a lot of time with team get that much of support by
mates have a good bond with
friends or family?” And with a
them and try to have chemistry great response “you want
with the team.”
people to be there to watch the
Traveling to watch a game at
DePaul Prep, trying to figure out
where to sit because going in was
so many supporters for the other
team and there was a side where
no one was sitting so

whole team to play and support
the people they came to watch
and mostly at home games we
get people to support us but it’s
more difficult for people to
travel to the places that we
play.”
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We all think that it would be
great if we go watch the
volleyball game or all the
sports to cheer on for you’re
school team and students.
To say the least the Volleyball
team isn't simply a team it’s a
family, they made a fabulous
bond as a team to make a
family and wants whoever in
the team or joining the team to
be part of family and don’t
want people to to feel apart
from the team as any team
should be doing because
pointless to be part of the team
if you don’t feel welcome.
When you guys go see them
play you would see the
bonding right way, with no
doubt.
We should all take a little of
our time to support all the
team of our school and show
them love, without courage
there wouldn’t be any
achievements and every team
should accomplish a victorious
win for our school, they
represent us and we should
support with no doubt without
any sport Mather would be a
regular school with no passion
of playing for our school and
the sport itself.
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Track 2.0
Adel Albajani

Mather track team . A track team
that has made a name for
themselves in the long run .
Here at Mather high school , the
coaches and students are
determined to achieve to their
highest capabilities . Our very
own track team has built a good
record for themselves in the past
seasons. A variety of coaches
with multiple different past
experiences and
accomplishments are pushing the
track team to do their best out on
the track.
Track is based on who is the
fastest sprinter in a oval circle.
The oval shaped circumference
has separated lanes for more
than one person to have there
own lane in the race with a push
of adrenaline and formation, a
runner is able to push themselves
to the limit .

Our very own team member
Raymond Bernardo says
“Track is a sport I loved to keep
myself active and fit during
summer and the school year”.
Not only did does he love
staying active he says “ Our
coaches are the heart of the
team , without them and there
determination they have in us
we wouldn't be here right now”.
Knowing that track has its
pros and cons, one of the cons
is being able to keep yourself in
a balance position and
formation before taking off on
the track, the stance is the key
to your speed. But the pros and
being able to have support
from your team and coach and
all work as a team at the end of
the day .
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Over the couple seasons Mathers track team was supported
by Nike with a T-shirt to represent their hard work and
accomplishments within the years competing. The track
team will always keep doing its best even when students
graduate and new freshman come along. It's their turn to
lead on the legacy
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NO GRASS STAINS, NO
GLORY; NO BRUISES, NO
STORY
Eiman fatima Khalid

Coach Guy Maloberti,
who got the diversity
coaching position in
Mather High School, has
been coaching girls
softball team for two
years in the small gym.
Becoming a part of the
Mather community is
such a good opportunity
for him. Supporting and
cheering on his team like
they’re his own
daughters. Everyone has
strengths and
weaknesses that help
them believe in
themselves to be
confident and never give
up.

Coach Guy started
playing softball during
high school and making
more interest in this
sport. He even coached
his own daughter too.
Before coming to Mather
high school, he coached
in different schools. That
shows Coach Guy has a
lot of experience in
coaching.

When this sport started many
students had interest in
softball and wanted to
represent the Mather.
Katrina Mati and Mya
Marroquin are players in the
softball team. They both were
interested in this sport. This
sport makes them pleasant
and wants them to play
harder. “this sport is fun and
meet a lot of her friends” Mya
said. Mya has been playing
this sport for two years and
Katrina has been playing this
sport since seventh grade.
They like coming to practices
and never felt like quitting.
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“The more you struggle
during the practice, the more
you can realize, the more
you’ll better in game” said
Katrina.
Even though studies are more
important than sports, need
good grades, graduating high
school and goes to college.
Sometimes students grades
can hurt their sports because
of the grades. But Katina and
Mya didn't let their grades
get hurt. They both work
hard enough to manage their
study and sport together.
“It’s very flexible, practice
and everything. Even if we
weren’t go to practice, its
okay as long you can make it
up and to show to be in the
team”. Said Mya.
Every moment of our life we
make memories, there are
some good memories and
some bad memories which we
hold as part of our life.

Doesn't matter where you
are and what you are
doing, as a team they have
a lot of friends that you
can rely on. Making good
memories each different
day. “If you play the game,
you have to play the game
right to not disrespect
them” said Mya.
And “It’s good to be
competitive, but if you take
a step further then it's not
good” said Katrina.
Coach Guy also went
through some tough times
during his coaching years.
He also face those terrible
memories.
He remember that “A girls
tearing her ECL
seniganation during the
game”. These kind of
memories are terrible and
never leave us alone even
though we try to forget
them. Best memories are
now, he’s making with
those girls and having fun
with them.
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But still whatever the
consequences they face, players
think that “Their coach is the
best”. Even though if they lose
games, their coach didn’t let their
confident and hopes down just
because they lost it.
Rather than that, he brings a lot
of different techniques and
strategies to improve players.
They practice hard and long
enough every single day after
school. Everyday with the same
routine making them better and
better.

Mather High School softball
team is ready with a lot of
confidence and hopes to
compete with other high school
teams. It doesn’t have to be
perfect but they’ll try hard
enough to compete with other
high school teams and also
schools hope. Giving them a lot
of support and love to win
every match.
#GoMatherRangers.
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ASK MS. A
Bethany

“HOW CAN YOU IMPROVE A PERSON AND THEIR ACTIONS
FOR THE BETTER?” ~E
Well E, you can’t really change a person if they
don’t want to change who they are. They might
think that you’re just jealous of them and what
there doing or that you’re looking down on
them and you think your better than them. But
if your willing to stay by this person’s side and
give them the support they need, maybe one
day they’ll realize that they need to become a
better person. If not and you feel that it’s too
much for you to handle, it may just be better to
go your separate ways. It may be hard for you
depending on how long you’ve known this
person and the things they have possibly done
for you, but this could be the wake up call that
they need. Before making any rash decisions
try and sit down with this person and tell them
how you feel, just be straightforward and don’t
beat around the bush. ~Ms. A
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ASK MS. A
Bethany

“[MY LOVER] CAN BE QUITE CONTROLLING AND MANIPULATIVE
[WITH ME].”
~ ANONYMOUS
People like this can be very appealing to
you at first. You’ll think “Oh maybe there
just a little clingy? That’s cute.” There is a
fine line between clingy and controlling so
if you truly believe that this person is
controlling you, leave NOW. They might try
to make you stay by saying they will
change, but will they? That’s a question
you should know the answer to already in
your mind. You don’t want to be in a
endless cycle of tears and pain with this
person because it will be emotionally
draining for you. ~ Ms. A
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ASK MS. A
Bethany

“HOW DO YOU NOT BE TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF?” ~ ANONYMOUS
If you feel like you are being treated unfairly by someone
then tell them. Say “ I don’t think you’re being to kind to
me.” Then if they laugh at you they obviously don’t really
care about how you feel. They could just be using you for
some unknown reason, people like to keep others around
them because it just makes them feel good about
themselves. Also keep in mind if they want you to do
something you don’t like, tell them NO straight to their
face. I do it to my friends and I tell them all the time, “If
you really care about me as a friend then don’t bring that
stuff around me. I don’t care what you do in your free time
just don’t try and drag me into that.” They might think
your weak but WHO CARES they can do what they want
and so can you. If gets really bad then I think it’s time for
you to find a different group of friends to be with. Don’t let
anyone control you and the things you are doing, you
have to stand up for yourself because no one else will.
~Ms. A
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CELEBRITIEIS
Shemar Hondras

We all love certain celebrities or look up to them
because of their good work they have done maybe
on the big screen, tv shows , music, etc. But what
you don’t see is that some of them are only in it for
the money/career. We are blinded by this because
of their great work, not all actors but some . Then
again there are a bunch of actors/actress who love
their fans. Some even love their cast members
considering them as family, but some wouldn’t at
all.
The “avengers” cast do a lot to show that they love
their job but also their fans most importantly.
They love to get engaged with her fans anyway
possible way. The recent premiere of the movie
“Avengers Endgame” ,the avengers cast said “ This
is because of you the fans this movie would never
happen with all of your support.” They also love
post videos about themselves showing who they
really are instead of who they are as just as
character in movie or tv show. they have been
working together for 11 years and been pals ever
since day one.
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On the other hand, the famous basketball player mj, yes,
you are surprised by this well it is true. Michael jordan is
great NBA player but is rude to his fans etc. He told a fan
who just wanted pic who was rapper that goes by matt
hadde at a charity event , “I don’t take pictures with
n****’s and told him to pay 15k exchange for a
photo.”(www.nickiswift.com) I think this is crazy. No one
should charge a die hard fan or any fan money to take
picture with you it doesn’t matter who famous you are you
don’t use it for power in society .
Another celebrity who treats their fans poorly or dislike
them is Madonna, the queen of pop she has a history of
being cruel to loyal people. In 2015 when Madonna was
late, she berated fans for complaining about her being a
hour late to the concert . She had some very negative
words to say to them. “All you b****es who keep
complaining about it can shut the f**k up …. don’t come
to my show”(www.nickiswift.com) I think it's crazy some
who is looked up to by young adults etc would say
something like that just because they are complaining
that your late, she could kept it to herself.
Also she humiliated a fan who was tar struck to sing along
with her. No one should be, breassed because they were
shocked to sing with you that's wrong especially coming
from someone who is famous. Let’s not forget the time she
signed autograph for a fan put “f**k you” on it . This
shows the type of person she is. Clearly she dislike her
fans, but I wouldn’t say she hates them .
When you are a celebrity you shouldn’t go out of your way
to hurt yours fans for a dumb reason that's not
professional at all. This will stay with you for every once
you say something bad about your fans to the public. You
want to build respect around others not hate, hate will
only get you somewhere it's filled with negative energy.
You want to inspire others to be better, do good things not
hate on eachother, this could make some who is young
think this is a okie thing to do if they one day gained fans
for anything the do in life maybe sometime in the future.
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PUBG Review
Huy Du

Everyone is discussing
about this game at school
and also at work right now.
This game is gaining
popularity in just one year.
The game is called
Playerunknown
Battleground (PUBG). It is
just a shooting game, but
what has made this game so
popular ? In PUBG you play
as a mercenary who
parachutes, along with up
to 99 other players, onto an
island. Once they land,
players scavenge for
weapons, ammo, armor, and
other supplies in a last man
standing deathmatch.

The game’s map starts large,
but quickly shrinks as the
electrical storm around the
island collapses into
progressively smaller
circles, forcing players
together as the game goes
on.
The animation of this game
looks real. But it is not very
good because looking too real
might affect to the kids’
mind due to the US new on
the website in 2017 about a
kid has a gun and shoot
people got affected by the
game GTA. In July 2017, the
game got rated “not suitable
for young persons aged
under 18”.
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“In May 2018, the USK audited
the 1.0 PC version of PUBG
and found it to be suitable for
young persons aged 16 or
older”.“It may be the most
popular mobile game in the
world right now, but PUBG is
finding itself constantly
mired in demands that it be
banned, because its user’s
seeming inability to put the
game down and deal with
other things like living a real
life. Six cases of PUBG
addiction have been reported
in J&K already, with the most
recent dating back to less
than a week ago”.
PUBG is not really bad to play
at all, the game can make you
improve your strategy by
making you think and
planning your next move to
survive in the game and
become the last man
standing. Making your mind
active and that active minds
help us to find many new
tricks for survival and getting
those kills. But this can
improve your strategic skills
in your daily life like the
same way you apply it in the
game.

In general, anything that
makes you addictive into
is not good, you just need
to handle it by not
getting too addictive into
anything, the PUBG game
is not really bad as you
think, the kid shooting on
the news got affected by
the game are just their
faults, because they
could not control it, they
got way too addicted into
it, so that is why they did
bad things, the game
helps you improving
decision making skills,
also your brain.
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CONVERSE VS VANS
Jennifer Arteaga

Vans
Converse
A lot of people love these shoes.
Converse are pretty popular.
Mostly teens wear them. They There are a lot of colors and
styles. They match your outfit
go well with everything you
wear and there's so many colors nicely and great to wear for
walking, showing them off.
you can choose from, black,
white, yellow, navy, and more. When you find your size, color
There are also high tops and low and pattern, you will love to
tops that come with all the sizes skate or bike with them and
more.
-Pros
-Pros
Converse all star sneakers
Very comfortable and stylish
have two basic styles high
Last longer “ 6 years “
tops and low tops. High tops
Goes with everything you
are cute.
wear
Low tops are cute and perfect
Plenty of colors to choose
to wear with any outfit or to
from such as red, blue, black,
run errands
etc
Once they are worn, they will
Good in wet weather
get more comfortable
Comfy and easy to put on
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They come in so many colors and
styles its insane
Can go with everything you wear
Comfortable to go hiking in and
other fun activities
They last at least 2-3 years
-Cons
Expensive $50+
The two little silver rings that
look like shoelace holes when it's
snowing or rain gets in your shoe
which can make your feet cold
Once you buy a pair you may be
tempted to buy more
Lots of people like you and 10
others might wear the same
color at the same spot
Laces can get annoying because
they are long, that you can step
on them and untie your shoe.

-Cons
Color sometimes
fades and the fabric is
made thin that they
don't last a long time.
Hard to run in
Wear them for too
long they will worn
out

These two shoes are the good, but Converses are better
because they last longer than Vans. They are thicker and
they look better with everything you wear. Vans are nice too,
but they have a thinner fabric than converse. Converse don’t
really get ruined from the tip on your toes. Vans wear out
easily. Vans can get ruined once you get them wet and they
would start to fall apart. So Converse are better than Vans.
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